Instructional Guide
1 Go to the site: www.NativeAmerica.travel
The first page will have rotating images, displaying diverse experiences across Indian Country. The image below is
just reference to know you have reached the website.

___________________________________________________________________________________________________

2 Scroll to the Bottom
Under the AIANTA logo you will see “Manage your Tribe/ Add an Accommodation/Add an Attraction”. You can
then proceed to click on either “Add an Accommodation” or “Add an Attraction" or "Manage Your Tribe Page".
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*Depending on the type of business you conduct, here is a reference list.

Attractions











Sports and outdoors
Arts and culture
Historic landmark
Scenic attraction
Family entertainment
Iconic shopping
Local producer
Tour/outfitter
Gaming
Restaurant




Event
Visitor information

Accommodations








Hotel
Casino hotel
Motel
Bed and breakfast
RV and camping
Resort/spa
Specialty lodging

_________________________________________________________________________________________________

3 Sign up
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4 Enter an Email + Password

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

5 Check your email
The NativeAmerica.travel team will review your information and will grant you access to edit information
about your Accommodation or Attraction. Click on the hyperlink provided.
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6 Log into your account
This is where you will be able to create and edit any content you would like to see on the website.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

7 Enter more information on your accommodation or
attraction
After you click on one the type of listing, you will be asked to specify what kind of accommodation/attraction
you are submitting for. This is just an example of what you might see, “ARTS AND CULTURE” is just one of
the many attraction categories. *Notice that you are able to “Save” so that you can return later to finish or
“Submit for Publication.” In order to return to the previous page, you can click on the “NativeAmerica.travel
Dashboard” icon.
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8 After you submit, we will review your submission
Our team will review the information and either contact you with any suggestions or publish the listing to
the website within two weeks of submission. You will receive an email notification once the listing has
been approved and published. Congratulations! You have been officially published to NativeAmerica.travel!

______________________________________________________________________________________________

9 Our team will then draft an Experience for you
Our team will look over the listing information you submitted and use it to draft an Experience on your
behalf. Experiences are unique adventures in
your destinations, typically incorporating
multiple attractions and activities. After we have
drafted an Experience, we will email the draft to
you for any edits, photos, and final approval
before publishing it on the website to further
promote your listing.
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